Management of Antenatally Detected Kidney Malformations
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Abstract
Congenital anomalies of the kidneys and the urinary tract (CAKUT) are one of the most
common sonographically identified antenatal malformations. Dilatation of the renal pelvis
accounts for the majority of cases, but this is usually mild rather than an indicator of
obstructive uropathy. Other conditions such as small through large hyperechogenic and/or
cystic kidneys present a significant diagnostic dilemma on routine scanning. Accurate
diagnosis and prediction of prognosis is often not possible without a positive family history,
although maintenance of adequate amniotic fluid is usually a good sign.
Both pre- and postnatal genetic screening is possible for multiple known CAKUT genes but
less than a fifth of non-syndromic sporadic cases have detectable monogenic mutations with
current technology. In utero management options are limited, with little evidence of benefit
from shunting of obstructed systems or installation of artificial amniotic fluid. Often outcome
hinges on associated cardiac, neurological or other abnormalities, particularly in syndromic
cases. Hence, management centres on a careful assessment of all anomalies and planning for
postnatal care.
Early delivery is rarely indicated since this exposes the baby to the risks of prematurity in
addition to their underlying CAKUT. Parents value discussions with a multidisciplinary team
including fetal medicine and paediatric nephrology or urology, with neonatologists to plan
perinatal care and clinical geneticists for future risks of CAKUT.
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Introduction
Congenital abnormalities of the genitourinary tract are the most common sonographically
identified malformations, with an incidence of approximately 1 to 4 per 1,000 pregnancies
(1). These represent 15-20% of all prenatally diagnosed congenital anomalies (2). The majority
of cases have mild dilatation of the renal pelvis and a good outcome (3) but they tend to get
aggregated into the ‘obstructive uropathy’ group with more severe bilateral pelvis and
bladder dilatation secondary to lower urinary tract obstruction, typically posterior urethral
valves in boys (4). Intrinsic renal abnormalities such as kidneys which are abnormally small or
large, ‘bright’ or contain cysts may be sporadic but management should seek possible
aetiologies including aneuploidy, genetic syndromes and genetically inherited renal disease.
Bilateral dysplastic kidneys can cause Potter’s sequence with early death from pulmonary
hypoplasia (5). For survivors, they are the most frequent cause of chronic renal failure in
childhood, accounting for 25% of children requiring renal replacement therapy according to
the latest Renal Registry produced by the UK Renal Association (6). Other CAKUT, such as
obstructive uropathy and reflux nephropathy are linked to renal dysplasia, and these account
for 15% and 7%, respectively. Affected children might well have died in earlier times, but
improvements in dialysis and transplantation (7) have improved survival and many now go on
to have children, which is highly relevant for the genetic problems described elsewhere in this
review.
Prenatal diagnosis allows appropriate counselling and improves the outcome of the affected
children by better preparation for potential issues such as renal and respiratory insufficiency,
and postnatal management and treatment of obstruction to prevent urinary tract infections,
with further renal damage. With the introduction of modern ultrasound screening programs,
about 60% of children having surgery for renal or urinary tract problems in their first five years
of life are identified by prenatal ultrasound (8).
Dilatation of the renal pelvis
The commonest abnormality seen in the urinary tract antenatally is mild dilatation of one or
both renal pelves. This is easily picked up by ultrasound because of the contrast between fluid
and the kidney parenchyma. Traditionally, an antero-posterior renal pelvis size of over 4mm
before 28 weeks gestation and >7mm thereafter has been regarded as abnormal. This is too
sensitive since many normal fetuses fall within this range (9) and there is poor correlation
with adverse outcome (10). Key features related to eventual need for surgery include
progressive dilatation and involvement of the renal calyces; hence, prognosis is likely to be
good if less than 10mm without these features.
Obstructive uropathy
Major lower urinary tract obstruction (LUTO) affects approximately 1 in 5,000 pregnancies,
almost always boys with posterior urethral valves (PUV) (11). This may be an underestimation
given incomplete reporting of termination and intrauterine fetal demise (IUFD), plus delayed

postnatal diagnosis (12). Severe LUTO is also potentially associated with Potter’s sequence
and increased perinatal morbidity because of abnormal lung development.
Ultrasound findings
Fetal LUTO results in progressive bladder neck hypertrophy, bladder wall thickening (greater
than 2 mm) and hydronephrosis (Figure 1) (13). Classical ultrasound characteristics of LUTO
are enlarged bladder with bilateral hydroureteronephrosis, although effects are occasionally
asymmetrical with one side virtually normal. The more severe forms are associated with oligothrough anhydramnios with presumed secondary renal dysplasia, as well as pulmonary
hypoplasia. A diagnostic ‘keyhole’ sign is sometimes seen in PUV, indicating continuity
between distended bladder and the dilated posterior urethra proximal to the valves.
Caliectasis (dilation of renal calices) and ureterectasis (dilation of the ureter) occur in only 40–
50 % of cases (14).
Differential diagnoses
The differential diagnoses of LUTO is highly dependent on gender (15, 16). In the male fetus
the most likely diagnosis is PUV; however, other rare causes such as anterior urethral valves,
megalourethra, megacystis-microcolon-hyperparastalsis syndrome, cloacal malformations,
and prolapsing cecoureterocele are possible (15, 17). LUTO caused by PUV results from an
obstructing membrane that impairs or obstructs urine outflow through the posterior urethra.
Correcting the defect postnatally does not necessarily abrogate renal consequences with
around a third progressing to end-stage renal disease eventually (18). In the female fetus,
urethral atresia is the most common cause; however, persistent cloaca, caudal regression,
and megacystis-microcolon-intestinal hypoperistalsis syndrome must be ruled out (16). A
persistent cloaca generally presents with an enlarged bladder prior to 16 weeks gestation,
and will often be accompanied by debris within the cloaca, and intraluminal calcifications
within bowel loops (due to intestinal communication) (19, 20).
Prenatal Management and prognosis
Apart from imaging the whole urinary tract, initial evaluation of the fetus with suspected
LUTO should clarify gender, seek evidence of any co-existing abnormalities and assess
amniotic fluid volume. Diagnostic genetic evaluation is also important since over 10 % of LUTO
cases are associated with Trisomies 13, 18, or 21 (19, 20), although there is no evidence of
common genes that underlie a significant proportion of PUV (21). Monitoring should consist
of serial assessment of the fetal anatomy and growth (2-4 weeks) searching for worsening
pathology such as oligohydramnios, or renal parenchymal abnormalities hinting at dysplasia
(22). Maintenance of a normal amniotic fluid volume generally implies milder disease.
The big question with LUTO is whether to intervene to improve drainage. The standard
technique is insertion of a vesico-amniotic shunt: there is a suggestion that this increases long
term survival but usually with very poor residual renal function (23, 24). One issue may be
that the decision to intervene is often delayed whilst vesicocintesis is performed to check
urinary electrolytes as an indicator of poor renal function (i.e. almost confirming it is already
too late to preserve kidney function), whilst technical factors such as shunts falling out and/or

becoming blocked may confound benefits. Some highly specialised centres now offer surgical
ablation of the valves using fetal endoscopic surgery (25) but widescale results on
complication rate and improvement in renal function are awaited. Another potential
intervention that was previously popular is serial amnioinfusion (26, 27), in an attempt to
boost lung development. Data on this is limited mainly to case reports; again it may improve
survival but it does nothing to rescue renal function and all of these proceedures increase risk
of premature delivery.
Many parents elect to terminate the pregnancy with LUTO, particularly if there are poor longterm prognostic factors such as early diagnosis (decreased gestational age), oligohydramnios,
renal cysts, and the combination of oligohydramnios, cortical cysts, and echogenic kidneys
(28). Multiprofessional counselling should be offered along with the option for genetic testing
in these cases, as well as in those who elect to continue with the pregnancy. In the latter
scenario, management depends on the severity of the condition and it is worth considering
transfer of care to tertiary centres with high-level Neonatal support and Paediatric
Nephrology services.

Structural kidney malformations
There are a multiple genetic and non-genetic causes of renal abnormalities and a
comprehensive list is beyond the scope of this review where we focus predominantly on
dysplastic and polycystic kidneys.

Dysplastic Kidneys
Dysplastic kidneys are abnormally developed kidneys with a reduced number of poorly
differentiated nephrons, increased stroma and, occasionally, cysts and metaplastic tissues,
such as cartilage. Dysplastic kidneys can be any size, ranging between massive kidneys
comprising multiple large cysts up to 9 cm in diameter, which are commonly termed
‘multicystic dysplastic kidneys’ (MCDK), to normal or small kidneys, with or without cysts.
Unilateral dysplastic kidneys occurs in approximately 1 in 3,000-5,000 fetuses, and bilateral
in 1 in 10,000 fetuses (29).
While unilateral kidney dysplasia may be sporadic, the finding of bilateral dysplasia should
raise suspicion of aneuploidy or inherited conditions (Table 1) (30). Prenatal detection of
bilateral disease is more likely when there is reduced liquor volume because this is so readily
apparent on sonography. The lower urinary tract should be carefully examined in all cases of
presumed renal dysplasia because there is a strong association between dysplasia and flow
impairment: multicystic dysplastic kidneys are classically attached to atretic ureters, renal
dysplasia commonly develops in LUTO and many features of dysplasia can be generated by
experimental urinary tract obstruction during development in animals (31-33).
Besides the conditions listed on Table 1, renal dysplasia can be part of a syndrome, such as
Bardet-Biedl syndrome, VATER association, renal coloboma syndrome, prune belly syndrome,
branchio-oto-renal dysplasia, renal-hepatic-pancreatic dysplasia (34-39). Bardet-Biedl

syndrome is an autosomal recessive ciliopathy which results in retinal dystrophy, obesity,
polydactyly, cognitive impairment, urogenital anomalies, and renal abnormalities as the main
clinical features. Prenatal ultrasound findings include moderately enlarged hyperechogenic
kidneys with absent corticomedullary differentiation, medullary cysts, normal amniotic fluid
volume, postaxial polydactyly (40). The VATER association is defined as vertebral defect, anal
atresia, tracheoesophageal fistula, and renal dysplasia. More cases of Meckel syndrome and
VATER association than of the other syndromes have been reported (34).

Ultrasound findings
Typical antenatal presentation of dysplasia is large bright kidneys, with or without cysts, at
the routine 20-week anomaly scan (Figure 2). Dysplastic kidneys may also be small, but there
is ascertainment bias for larger ones, as they are easier to visualise and smaller kidneys may
be masked by (or attributed to) technical difficulties (5). Uniformly echogenic kidneys without
cysts are not an uncommon finding and the difficulty lies in determining whether it is a normal
variant or an indicator of significant renal disease. The degree of abnormality is a key
prognosticator, which can be addressed via the following questions:
 how abnormal is the size (i.e. outside fifth or 95th centiles, or within these limits)?
 how bright is the kidney? (i.e. just a mild increase when compared to surrounding
tissues, such as the liver, or very striking)
 are cysts visible?
 are cysts multiple? (if ‘yes’ at 20 weeks, then it is more likely to be MCDK, because
cysts are rarely detectable in the alternative major differential diagnosis, either of the
polycystic kidney diseases, until much later in pregnancy)
 what is the liquor volume? (i.e. normal, mildly decreased, or anhydramnios; it should
be noted that this may not be helpful for presumed unilateral disease, if the
contralateral kidney has good function)
 are there other non-renal abnormalities, suggesting a syndrome? (5)
Some ultrasound features help to distinguish between different types of dysplasia. MCDK
may have characteristic appearances comprising multiple, hypoechoic, non‐communicating
cysts with no identifiable normal renal parenchyma (5). The cysts are distributed randomly
and the kidney is usually enlarged with an irregular outline lacking a normal renal pelvis
(Figure 3). Bilateral severe dysplasia with small kidneys may be difficult to distinguish from
renal agenesis because detailed examination is technically challenging with severe
oligohydramnios or anhydramnios, and enlarged adrenals in the renal fossa can mimic small
kidneys in renal agenesis (30). In bilateral disease, the bladder may not be visible, whereas it
is usually normal in unilateral dysplasia, lower urinary tract pathology not withstanding.
Differential diagnoses of cystic dysplastic kidneys includes upper urinary tract dilatation and
other intra-abdominal causes of cystic masses. Colour Doppler assessment may be useful in
determining the diagnosis since the renal artery is invariably small or absent in MCDK (30). It
is important to note that the appearance of dysplastic kidneys may alter during pregnancy:
most often there is an initial increase in size, followed by decrease in size as gestation
progresses. Previous observation revealed that dysplastic kidneys may even disappear
completely, both before and after birth (41, 42), implying that patients diagnosed with renal
agenesis may have originally had dysplasia.

If all the biometry and the kidneys measurements lie above the 95th percentile then an
overgrowth syndrome, such as Beckwith–Wiedeman, Perlman, Simpson–Golabi–Behmel
syndromes (Table 1) should be suspected (5). Karyotyping should be offered, particularly
where other anomalies are detected. Review by a clinical geneticist is crucial.
Prenatal management
Detection of dysplastic kidneys should prompt a detailed examination of the fetus to look for
other structural abnormalities, as up to 35% may have extra-renal anomalies (43). These are
more likely in fetuses with bilateral rather than unilateral MCDKD (43), thus chromosome
analysis should be offered especially in the presence of bilateral lesion and/or other
extrarenal structural abnormalities. Risks of chromosomal defects in isolated renal dysplasia
are low: in a study of 102 cases with MCDK, ten had an abnormal karyotype but these all had
extra-renal anomalies too (43). In unilateral presentation, 30–50% of kidneys contralateral to
dysplastic kidneys are either structurally abnormal (duplex system, pelvi-ureteric obstruction,
agenesis or ectopic) or affected by vesico-ureteric reflux (VUR) (43, 44). Ultrasound screening
of parents and siblings may be helpful since there have been of autosomal dominant
inheritance of aplasia, dysplasia and other urinary tract abnormalities including VUR,
duplications and horseshoe kidneys (45).
Although the exact familial incidence of urinary tract disease is still not well understood, one
large study over 30 years ago noted that there is up to 9% familial association in cases of
bilateral agenesis/severe dysplasia (46). Some mutations have been associated with specific
findings such as the TCF2/HNGF1beta gene with antenatal bright kidneys (47), but even this
gene can cause multiple CAKUT phenotypes and there are no mutations that account for more
than a tiny percentage of cases (21, 48-50). It is now believed that environmental and
epigenetic factors may be equally important in CAKUT (51).
Some centres are increasingly using MRI as well as ultrasound to investigate abnormal fetal
kidneys (52, 53). This improves diagnostic to 94% versus 85% for ultrasound, but this was not
statistically significant and only conferred a diagnostic advantage when ultrasound was
technically challenging due to maternal habitus or fetal position (52, 53).
It is important to confirm the diagnosis as soon as possible to fully inform the parents and
allow them choice over continuing the pregnancy, but there often remains an element of
uncertainty because the renal phenotype can evolve during pregnancy. Serial ultrasound scan
every 4-6 weeks should be offered to patients to assess progression and update prognosis,
preferably in a dedicated fetal medicine centre with renal and urology experts. One of the
most important factors is whether dysplastic kidneys are isolated or associated with
extrarenal anomalies. Outcome for isolated dysplastic kidneys depends on whether they are
bilateral or unilateral, the presence of compensatory hypertrophy in contralateral kidney and
whether there are abnormalities in the contralateral kidney (5, 30). Bilateral dysplasia has a
very poor outlook, particularly if there is significant oligohydramnios and the rate of kidney
growth falls across centiles or involutes completely during pregnancy. The assessment of the
liquor volume is essential. There is no antenatal treatment to date which is effective in
treating this condition in utero. If abnormalities are severe and parents elect for termination,

or there is a perinatal death, it is vitally important to arrange an expert post-mortem
examination with tissue for histology and DNA storage. At minimum, an external examination
with high-resolution imaging and needle biopsy of the kidneys should be performed if full
assessment is declined (54). Data from these procedures can be invaluable in assessment and
counselling of genetic risk in affected families. In cases with severe disease where a perinatal
death may occur, there should be good communication with the delivering team and their
neonatologists to ensure that appropriate arrangements have been made for early
assessment and initiation of either active management or palliative care, as appropriate to
the situation and parental wishes.
Outcome and prognosis
Infants with severe bilateral kidney disease often die in the neonatal period as a consequence
of the Potter’s sequence (i.e. pulmonary hypoplasia secondary to inadequate renal function
and amniotic fluid during pregnancy). It is technically feasible to perform peritoneal dialysis
from birth, if fill volumes do not compromise breathing, and short term haemodialysis is now
also available using bespoke small volume circuits and machines (55), but such interventions
are technically challenging (30). Less severe bilateral dysplasia may also lead to chronic renal
failure throughout childhood, but this becomes much easier to manage as children get bigger,
not only because drug therapy and dialysis is technically easier, but also because most centres
will consider renal transplants once the child has reached a weight of 9–10 kg (30).
Children with dysplasia should be referred to the regional paediatric nephrology centre so
that further investigations and management can be instigated promptly. The likelihood of
developing chronic renal failure in patients with bilateral dysplasia is difficult to predict before
birth, and several earlier studies correlated early childhood renal function with long-term
outcome and suggested that a calculated glomerular filtration rate (GFR) of <15 ml/min per
1.73 m at 6 months, or 25 ml/min per 1.73 m at 18 months of age are associated with a worse
prognosis (56, 57). However, most kidneys do seem to improve during the first three years
and only then does renal function plateau or decrease, with poorer outcome if there is
proteinuria (urine albumin/creatinine ratio >200 mg/mmol) more than two febrile urine
infections, hypertension or initial eGFR <40 ml/min/1.73m2 (58). Some unilateral dysplastic
kidneys still have excretory capacity, thus a radionuclide scan may be useful to determine
contribution to overall renal function. In most cases, however, function is dependent on the
contralateral organ; compensatory hypertrophy would be expected for a truly ‘normal’
opposite kidney, versus impaired renal function if hypoplastic (30). All patients with only one
functioning kidney have a substantial risk for hypertension, proteinuria, and progression to
chronic kidney disease, hence renal function should be monitored and care taken to avoid
potential renal injury (59). Historical studies suggested that dysplastic kidneys had a
significant risk of neoplasia (60), but this was not confirmed in a systematic review (61) and
elective nephrectomy therefore does not appear warranted unless there are other
complications.

Polycystic Kidney Disease

In polycystic kidney disease (PKD), the early kidney development is unremarkable which
differs from dysplasia where it is never normal and nephron number is intrinsically reduced
(30). Subsequently, however, cysts develop which destroy normal surrounding renal tissue
and lead to progressive kidney enlargement, with renal and extrarenal complications
including hypertension, infection and chronic renal failure. There are two main forms of PKD:
autosomal recessive and autosomal dominant PKD (ARPKD and ADPKD, respectively). Both
can present antenatally although ARPKD tends to be more severe, potentially resulting in lifethreatening perinatal complications, and neither usually present with overt cysts; instead
they are more likely to appear to be large bright kidneys antenatally (62). When cysts become
detectable, there are usually numerous small cysts in ARPKD, compared with fewer, larger
cysts in the dominant disease (30).
Autosomal recessive polycystic kidney disease (ARPKD)
ARPKD is a rare disorder, occurring approximately in 1:20,000 live births (63). A significant
proportion of affected fetuses do not survive when they have severe oligohydramnios, and
neonatal death may occur because of pulmonary hypoplasia. ARPKD is caused by mutations
in the PKHD1 gene (polycystic kidney and hepatic disease gene) which is located on
chromosome 6p, and this encodes for protein fibrocystin. Fibrocystin is typically expressed in
the primary cilia and the basal body of renal and bile duct epithelial cells. The exact function
is not well understood; but it is expected to act as a membrane receptor, interacting with
extracellular protein ligands and transducing intracellular signals to the nucleus involved in
collecting-duct and biliary differentiation (64).
Renal pathology in ARPKD is characterised by non-obstructive dilatation or ectasia of the
collecting tubules located in the renal medulla, resulting in microcysts up to 2 mm in diameter.
In severe cases, the cysts may expand into the cortex. Severity of the renal pathology appears
directly related to the proportion of nephrons affected by cysts and correlated with type of
PHKD1 mutation, with dual truncating mutations having the worst prognosis (65). Liver
changes including bile duct proliferation with portal fibrosis are also invariably present (66).
Ultrasound findings

The predominant prenatal ultrasound presentation of ARPKD is uniform, massive
enlargement of the kidneys with diffuse hyperechogenicity of both cortex and medulla, and
loss of corticomedullary differentiation, presumably due to the numerous small cysts below
the detection threshold for current ultrasound technology. This may be associated with
oligohydramnios, particularly in early cases which have a poor prognosis. Hyperechogenicity
of the kidneys has been demonstrated as early as 12–16 weeks (67, 68), although, the
ultrasound features of ARPKD can appear anytime during gestation. There is usually evidence
of renal enlargement and increased echogenicity by 24 weeks gestation. Rarely, diagnosis
may not be apparent until the third trimester or postnatally (69). ARPKD is associated with
hepatic fibrosis but this rarely presents antenatally (70)
Diagnosis

ARPKD is not associated with an increased frequency of aneuploidy; thus, chromosome
studies are not helpful, but can be useful for excluding other disorders in the differential
diagnoses associated with an abnormal karyotype. In high-risk families and suspected
diagnosis, molecular genetic diagnostic tests provide a useful adjunct to ultrasound for
diagnosing ARPKD and these should be discussed with parents, particularly if planning further
pregnancies which have a 25% chance of recurrence. MRI has also been used to diagnose
ARPKD in utero (71), but this technique is not in regular use in most centres.
Prognosis
The prognosis for prenatally diagnosed ARPKD is either very poor, with death in the neonatal
period, or reasonable if they survive beyond this age. Poor outcome is expected in cases with
early onset of ultrasonically detectable marked renal changes and severe oligohydramnios,
whereas in cases with normal volume of amniotic fluid and moderately enlarged kidneys,
there is a higher likelihood of survival without significant immediate morbidity (30). It is
estimated that up to 40% infants may die from respiratory failure rather than renal problems,
although this number cannot be precisely verified because of terminations where the
diagnosis was not fully confirmed. Survivors beyond the neonatal period have a much better
prognosis (72, 73) than the gloomy outlook in many textbooks which used to report
progressive renal and hepatic failure, with death of the majority during childhood. In a large
study of over 100 children, Zerres et al., reported that the 1-year survival probability after the
first month was 94% for male patients and 82% for female patients (72), while the renal
survival of 86% at 1 year and 67% at 15 years was described by another group (73). Besides
declining renal function, the other major problems reported were urinary tract infections,
severe systemic hypertension requiring multiple-drug therapy and hepatic fibrosis with portal
hypertension leading to hypersplenism and gastrooesophageal varices. Age at diagnosis
impacts on the age at end stage renal disease. In one cohort, 25% of patients who presented
in the perinatal period required renal replacement therapy by 11 years (74).

Obstetrics and Antenatal Management
Once the diagnosis of ARPKD is made or suspected, the case should be managed by a
multidisciplinary team consisting of fetal medicine subspecialists and midwives, paediatric
renal specialist, neonatologist, and geneticist. Termination of pregnancy is an option where
there are poor prognostic factors such as progressive oligo-/anhydramnios of massive
nephromegaly. Otherwise, key indicators on follow-up in pregnancy are kidney size and
echogenicity, and amniotic fluid volume. Given the high perinatal mortality and potential
need for dialysis and renal transplant in the long-term, detailed discussion with parents
regarding their preferences for aggressive perinatal treatment should occur. Although there
is no published literature regarding optimal mode and time of delivery, this is usually planned
at around 39 weeks gestation at a facility with tertiary neonatal intensive care capacity. It
should be noted that there is increased risk of fetal distress secondary to cord compression
during labour when there is oligo-/anhydramnios, hence elective Caesarean section should
be discussed with families.
Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD)

Autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (ADPKD) is the commonest inherited renal
cystic disease. ADPKD is much more common than ARPKD, affecting around 1 in 1,000 and it
accounts for 7-10% of the adult dialysis population (75). Although the typical age of clinical
symptoms is between the third to fifth decade of life (76), rarely (<1% of cases) ADPKD can
present in utero or in the neonatal period, with ultrasound changes often similar to ARPKD
(77). If ADPKD develops prenatally in a family, there is increased likelihood that further
affected children will also present early (78). There are two major genes: mutations in the
PKD1 (polycystic kidney disease 1) gene accounts for 85 – 90% of cases (79), and in PKD2
(polycystic kidney disease 2) for 10 – 15% of cases (80). Relatively rare mutations in Ganab
cause a milder form of PKD (81).
Initial renal development is grossly normal in ADPKD, however, over decades there is slow
development of large spherical cystic dilatation in all parts of the nephron. The cysts may be
localised to the distal nephron and the collecting duct initially, but in later stages they are
found throughout the cortex and medulla. As the cysts enlarge, they severely compromise
the functional integrity of the remaining normal parenchyma. The renal pathology is focal
with areas of abnormal nephrons scattered among areas of normal nephrons. The tubule wall,
which is lined by a single layer of epithelial cells, expands and then rapidly closes off from the
tubule of origin. This pathology is different from ARPKD in which cysts are derived from
collecting tubules and remain connected to the nephron of origin (63).
Ultrasound Findings
Most ADPKD kidneys are reported as normal on antenatal ultrasound although, from our
highly-specialised practice, we believe that some may have subtle undiagnosed abnormalities
with equivocal increased echogencity. These would not be picked up at present without the
family history of ADPKD and cutting edge ultrasound machines. Probably less than 2% of
affected fetuses have a clear antenatal presentation with enlarged kidneys (1 to 2 standard
deviations above the mean size for gestational age) and a hyperechogenic cortex (82). Cysts
are rarely seen until after 30 weeks gestation (62) and, when seen, it is not unusual to see
variability between kidneys and a mixture of small and large cysts corresponding to different
stages of cystogenesis (Figure 5).
It is not always straightforward to distinguish AR and ADPKD on ultrasonographic appearance,
but ADPKD is much more likely when overt cysts are observed (62) (83). Amniotic fluid volume
is usually normal since normal nephrons are present; this is an important distinction from
ARPKD. In a report of 27 prenatally diagnosed cases (82), amniotic fluid volume was normal
in 89%, slightly diminished in 7%, and increased initially, but with secondary normalisation in
one case (4%) (82). Associated structural abnormalities, such as cysts in the liver and spleen,
have not been identified prenatally.
Diagnosis
Prenatal ultrasound findings may hint at an ADPKD diagnosis or be fairly clear in a tiny
fraction, as above, but the key additional information needed is family history. New mutations
are rare, affecting only 1 out of 20 cases, so most will have a parent with cysts or a history of

ADPKD in the family. When the mutation is known, invasive prenatal diagnosis using
Chorionic-Villous Sampling from 11 weeks, or amniocentesis from 15 weeks, is the method of
choice for parents who seek a definitive diagnosis in utero (5). Preimplantation genetic
diagnosis is offered in some centres, particularly with preceding severe cases, but it is
contentious for the majority who are relatively unaffected until middle age (84). Intriguingly,
some cases previously ascribed to ARPKD with severe perinatal presentation are now known
to be caused by inheriting two hypomorphic ADPKD alleles (85). Risks to the mother should
also be considered during pregnancy, since hypertensive mothers with ADPKD have a high
risk for fetal and maternal complications and require close monitoring to prevent the
development of pre-eclampsia (86).
Renal hyperechogenicity can vary in appearance during the clinical course of ADPKD. In 1998,
Jeffery et al., described a case of a PKD1 gene carrier with hyperechogenic renal enlargement
on serial fetal ultrasounds at 21, 23 and 34 weeks of gestation, who subsequently had normal
sized kidneys and corticomedullary differentiation after birth (87). Later on, the diagnosis of
ADPKD was confirmed in this infant when cysts developed at 11 months of age in one kidney
and 20 months in the other. We have seen multiple similar cases with abnormal antenatal
scans (often subtle hyperechogenicity as above) ollowed by a normal/equivocal scan in
infancy, then progressive cyst development in childhood (personal communication PJDW).
ADPKD is associated with a normal karyotype; therefore, chromosome studies are not useful
for confirming the diagnosis. The disease is unknown to the family in over 50% of parents at
the time of obstetric ultrasound. If fetal ADPKD is suspected but there is not a family history
of the condition, then parents where should have a renal ultrasound – if positive for cysts
then ADPKD is the likely diagnosis (although clinical picture can be confounded with young
parents because some adults don’t develop cysts until their 30s (88)).

Prognosis
Currently, there are no large, single-centre studies which report the prognosis for fetuses
diagnosed with ADPKD in utero. However, it is very rare for children with ADPKD to develop
chronic renal failure before adulthood (89, 90) aside from those severely affected before birth
who may have complex mutations as above, with worse prognosis akin to antenatal ARPKD
(91). For ADPKD diagnosed in childhood, the largest study reports 312 children followed for
up to 15 years (89): children with higher blood pressure and severe renal enlargement at a
young age continued to experience faster renal growth long term. The same group also
reported benefits of controlling blood pressure and statin therapies (92, 93). Taken together,
these studies strongly suggest that the prognosis for prenatally diagnosed ADPKD is excellent
in childhood unless there is oligo-/anhydramnios.

Obstetrics and Antenatal Management

Once the diagnosis is suspected or confirmed, serial ultrasound surveillance scans between 4
to 6 weekly is recommended to observe the appearance, size and echogenicity of kidneys and

the amount of liquor volume. If stable, this condition should not affect the time, mode, and
place of delivery. The baby will need to be referred to paediatric nephrologist for follow up.
The case should be managed by multidisciplinary team consisting of fetal medicine
subspecialists and midwives, paediatric nephrologist, neonatologist, and geneticist.
Appropriate counselling should take place in order to prepare the parents regarding the short
and long-term prognosis of the condition and 50% recurrence risk.

Conclusions
There is a wide range of underlying pathology associated with renal malformations which can
be detected on prenatal ultrasound. Some of these, such as mild renal pelvis dilatation, do
not have significant postnatal consequences and we may be doing our patients a disservice
by overdiagnosing them. Others such as LUTO, renal dysplasia and polycystic kidney diseases
can have major effects on renal function, however, and early diagnosis facilitates counselling
and appropriate management to optimise outcome.
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Table 1. Conditions associated with large and echogenic kidneys
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ARPKD, Autosomal recessive (infantile) polycystic kidney disease; ADPKD, autosomal
dominant (adult) polycystic kidney disease;
N, normal; AD, autosomal dominant; AR, autosomal recessive; Cyto, cytogenetics; Oligo,
oligohydramnios; Poly, polyhydramnios;
DNA, molecular tests.

